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Chapter 12- Modifiers

With the release of version 2.4, some essential items in Blender have been completely reor-

ganized. Some of that reoganizing has occurred with the Modifiers used in Blender. They

have all been placed in a common area to make things easier. To access the Modifiers,

select the object you wish to add a modifier, then go to the Edit buttons. Under the Modifi-

ers Panel, select “Add Modifier”.

The Modifiers we plan to

look at in this chapter are:

-Subsurf

-Build

-Mirror

-Wave
-Boolean

Subsurf (mesh smoothing)

Subsurf is used when you would like to smooth out a mesh more than the “Set Smooth” button

or the “Auto Smooth” will do without having to subdivide the mesh more. Subsurf will split your

mesh faces a number of times, but will not add more verticies to the mesh. This means when

you enter Edit mode, the mesh remains simple. See the example of the monkey head below:

RoboDude Says: Don’t subdi-
vide higher than needed or you

may slow down the computer

processes!

Subsurf Modifier Applied

Monkey head without
Subsurf

Set Solid

Set Smooth Subsurf set to Level 1

Subsurf set to Level 2
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Build Effect

The build effect is nice for simulating something building linearly along time in an animation.

Text is a good example of something you may want to use with a build effect. Blender generated

text cannot be built unless it has been converted into a mesh (see page 59), and even then, it

may not build correctly. Elefont text may be a better option to use.

The first step in creating a build effect is to have a mesh that

you would like to build. For this example, we will use this

EleFont text. A high vertex count is usually needed for a

nice effect. Notice the location of the object’s “center” point.

You may need to move this to get the effect you desire

depending on what you plan to do with the object (discussed

in the basic editing chapter). When bringing text into Blender from EleFont, the letters will all

be separate objects. Be careful when joining them together. You need to join them together in

a straight sequence (hold down the shift key and start at one end and select the letters in

sequence-don’t jump around). After all letters are selected, press “Ctrl” and “J” to join them.

Jumping around when selecting them to join will cause it to build oddly. You may need to

experiment with this a few times to get a good effect.

With the object selected, go to the Edit buttons, select the Add Modifiers tab and select the

Build option from the list. You will have 2 things to set- the Length and the Start Frame (how

long do you want it to take to build and when in the animation do you want it to start). You

have another option dealing with Randomized settings you can experiment with.

RoboDude Says: Don’t be alarmed if the object disappears when you

select build. You will only see the amount of it that should be there on
your current frame. Press “Alt” and “A” to see it animated on the

screen.

Build at frame 1 Build at frame 50 Build at frame 100
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Mesh Mirroring

Blender has a new mirror command under Modifiers. You can still mirror using “M” in Edit

Mode, but now you have another option. For an example, below is a cube we will use for

mirror. The cube was Subdivided in Edit Mode, modified with a few points, and the Center

Point of the object moved to outside of the shape. The mirrored object will use the object’s

center as the axis of revolution (These features can be reviewed on pages 22-24).

Cube’s Center Point

Cube modified to

show mirror

X Y Z

Cube after mirroring

on the X axis

Hit “Apply” to

set the mesh
Mirror axis

Merge Limit- Used to

allow the mesh to

automatically connect

faces that are close

together

Wave Effect

The wave effect can be used to make something look like it’s swimming like a fish or blowing

in the breeze among other things. Again, you need to start with something that has a good

vertex count. For this discussion, I will use the Elefont text and a plane. The text already has a

high number of verticies, but the plane does not. With the plane selected, enter edit mode
(Tab key) and select all verticies (“A” key). In the Edit buttons  find “Subdivide” and press

it about 3 times. You can also subdivide while in edit mode by pressing the “W” key and

selecting Subdivide from the menu. Exit edit mode (Tab key). Here’s what we have so far:

Once again, with the object selected, go to the

Edit buttons, Add Modifier, then click the “Wave”

button. Place your cursor in the 3D window and

press “Alt and “A” to see your animated wave

effect. Hit escape to exit. Here’s the basic wave

effect on the text and plane:
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The basic wave settings have the object in Cyclic mode and

waving on the X axis and Y axis.These can be set to achieve

different  effects along with the height and width, start time and

length of effect. You can also control the starting time and length

of animation.

Boolean Operations (cutting and adding)

Discussed earlier is the Boolean modifier panel. This is just another

way creating a Difference, Union or Intersect. We briefly discussed

this operation back on page 32.  To add a modifier, select the object

you wish to modify, then go

to the Edit buttons ,

Modifier Panel, then select

Boolean. In the modifier

panel, type the name of the

other mesh, select Differ-

ence, Union or Intersect and

hit Apply. The mesh should show the operation.

To find the name of a mesh, select

the mesh. The name will be displayed

in the lower left of the viewport.

Names are Case Sensitive!

Boolean operations became important to Blender as a better way to modify a mesh with

another mesh. Like other 3D programs, if you wish to drill a hole in an object, you create a

cylinder to subtract from the mesh. The old Boolean operations create a massive amount of

new faces and verticies. The newer code does a nicer job with this aspect.
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Using Modifiers Practice Exercise

** Call the instructor when finished**

Create a new file and call it Modifiers. Create a scene using any objects and materials you

wish. Place at least one of each of the following modifiers in your scene.

- Subsurf

- Build Effect

- Mesh Mirroring

- Wave Effect

- Boolean Operation

Render a 200 frame movie of your scene when finished.

Wave

Boolean Difference

Build

Mirror

Subsurf


